
at Smokehouse

at stone village

at tennessee
sidecar

at tower bar

at clifftop, 
taphouse, & 

Kephart cafe



MOUNTAIN LAGER
Vienna Lager - Malt forward amber lager 

with toasty, bready aromas and flavor

BFB PILSNER
A clean, bright, crisp German-style Pilsner 

brewed with Tennessee-grown malts

BFB IPA
A perfect blend of both coasts, with bright
floral tropical notes from new world hops

GOAT HILL
Kolsch - German-Style ale with Lager characteristics

CLASSIC
Belgian-style Saison with European noble hops. 

Bright and fruity with bubblegum and banana esters

BFB WHITE ALE
Witbier - A lighter style Belgian White Ale with orange peel,

coriander, lemongrass, and pink peppercorns

located at Smokehouse



located at tennessee sidecar

#BASIC PUMPKIN ALE
Light Amber Ale. Fall spice. Pumpkin.

HOWDY CLOUDY IPA
Hazy Session IPA. Bright. Juicy. Citrus.

TAILGATE CIDER
Semi-Sweet Cider.

Made with 100% Washington apples.



located at clifftop, 
taphouse, & kephart cafe

BARNSTOMER RED ALE
This slightly sweet ale combines 

delectable malt flavor with 
incredible smoothness for a 

refreshing treat of crafty goodness

VANILLA CREAM ALE
This light-bodied ale is bright & 

refreshing with subtle vanilla notes, 
a delicate hop aroma, & a

slightly sweet finish

BLONDE ALE
Light, crisp, and refreshing with a 

soft malt character and
delicate hop aroma

BLACKHORSE IPA
This dry-hopped IPA, with seven 
di�erent hop varieties, is loaded 
with bold citrus flavors, notes of 

fresh grapefruit, and
crisp piney aromas

LEGACY PARKS TRAIL ALE
Hazy IPA is hopped with Citra & 

Cascade hops to give this brew a 
heavy orange, citrus, hop aroma

OKTOBERFEST
Classic Märzenbier style lager. Vienna 
malt & Hallertau hops give this brew 

a slightly malty, biscuit note & 
hay-like aroma.

STARGAZER IPA
Galaxy & Simcoe hops give this brew 

a heavy orange, citrus, hop aroma

SIDE HUSTLE SOUR
Characterized by fruity notes of 
cranberry, grape, and citrus, this 
ruby-colored blackcurrant sour is 

slightly tart and easy to drink.



located at tower bar

ANAKEESTA LAGER
This soft, refreshing lager is Highland Brewing’s

take on a traditional German Helles.

B’AUTUMNS UP DARK LAGER
This dark lager has pleasant roastiness complemented

by crisp, balanced bitterness.

CLAWHAMMER OKTOBERFEST
Märzen Lager. Bavarian-inspired. Asheville-made.

Smooth and well-rounded with toasty malt character

TRAILBOUND
Hazy Juicy Ale - Enjoy the soft and fruity notes of

grapefruit, citrus, and melon. It is medium-bodied with a
lightly bitter finish. 



located at stone village

JACK TALES PUMPKIN CIDER
A natural artisan cider made out of fire roasted pumpkin 

with a special blend of pumpkin spices
and organic nutrients

VAUDEVILLIAN CIDER
A tart black cherry cider, medium bodied, Tennessee Cider

LOTUS DREAMER CIDER
Medium-bodied refreshing cider with a special blend of 

Orange Blossom Flowers and a complex addition
of Thai Tea

FLOWER CHILD
A mead fermented with 100% pure honey with

a hibiscus profile


